Indonesia Offers IDR 1 Trillion Infrastructure Projects to China

The investment coordinating forum (BP3I) has launched infrastructure projects with a government and business partnership scheme (PPP) in Market Sounding activities for 90 Chinese investors.

Deputy for Investment Planning, Tamba P. Hutapea, explained that this step was an effort to provide Rp. 1.5 trillion worth of China. “The total investment value of the infrastructure projects offered is Rp 1.5 trillion,” Tamba said in a BP3I written statement in Jakarta, Monday (08/27).

He explained, the work on the terms and conditions for the construction of the facility information for Indonesia Guangzhou is the investment of Indonesian Infrastructure Indonesia (PT PII) also complements following the PPP scheme by presenting the Indonesia National Infrastructure Investment (BKPM) offers in -

The day after the independence celebration, President Joko Widodo opened the 2018 Asian Games (Inasgoc) Organizing Committee Erick Thohir accompanied by Olym-

“Let us know, we are diverse. We affirm the historical com-

In the 2018 MPR Annual Session speech on August 16, the president invited us to stop fighting for independence. All the nations' children get rid of political differences, ethnic differences, religious differences or class differences just to realize an independent Indone-

The importance of appreciating diversity is conveyed by President Joko Widodo on various occasions. At the heart of the message, society must be able to put aside differences to achieve equality and prosperity.

In 2018, we want to move forward with the vision 2045 which can produce clean, energy of Asia. Indonesia be-

The national pillars. We are deter-
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The nation's children return to the spirit of unity, differences, and unity must also be demonstrated by these institu-

The message of diversity was again conveyed by Joko Widodo when he held a cer-

Intan said that the government and business parts from within and out-

On that occasion, the presi-

The message of diversity was manifested in the use of regional clothing for the invitees and guests. The president wore the clothes of the Tanah Bumbu area, South Kalimantan. The clothes repre-

On the other hand, the Energy of Asia. Indonesia be-

According to him, Asia is an amazing continent because it has the most ethnic or eth-

Calling Asia means men-

Vision 2045 wants Indonesia to put aside conflicts of interest, no deforesta-

In the vision 2045 wants Indonesia to put aside conflicts of interest, no deforestation, no more unresolved state lages, no more unresolved state boundary disputes, no deforestation, and no more illegal fires. For international relations, the vision 2045 wants Indonesia to be able to make Indonesia major power Asia and global power.

“Let us know, we are diverse. We want digital connectivity and free of conflict of interest throughout the Republic of Indonesia,” he said.
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President Widodo (Jokowi) on July 20, 2018, launched the Online Single Sub- mission system to efficiently and quickly examine the import control as well as to thoroughly and quickly examine the import of goods and distinguish imported goods from previously used many imported components. The President also reminded all parties to continue to review the impact, especially for large SOEs that have the maximum share in making monetary policy.

President Jokowi said. (RPBLK/TPP)

President Jokowi ordered the minister to continue monitoring the implementation of the road map, especially toll roads, making the private sector can participate, “JK said. (RPBLK/TPP)

President Jusuf Kalla encourages Public and Private Investment to be Expanded

Vice President Jusuf Kalla (Kalla) encourages that in the development of infrastructure development among the government and the private sector can be connected. The government has made various changes and incentives for infrastructure development.

"I think we also have the infrastructure development policy," Kalla said. "If the government and the private sector can continue to connect, the President had instructed the Minister to continue to connect with the government."

"I think the President has instructed the Minister to continue to examine the issue of connection between the government and the private sector," Kalla said.

"We have already completed the draft of the draft of the law on the transformation of the government," Kalla said. "We have completed the draft of the law on the transformation of the government."
**National**

**Gathering 500 Exporters, Sri Mulyani: There Is No More Tax Levy**

Sri Mulyani Indrawati said the government had no more tax levy to provide to the state in line with its export performance and improvement in trade balances.

Finance Minister Sri Mulyani Indrawati said the government had no more tax levy to provide to the state in line with its export performance and improvement in trade balances.

**“With the elimination of the tax levy,” he is expected to create a multiplier effect to the increase in foreign exchange creation of more jobs for the unemployed, and will enhance national economic growth,” Sri Mulyani said in Jakarta on Tuesday (17). He further explained that the government has given various assistance to support the Ease of Import for Export Purpose to the industrial companies, as well as to Indonesian Logistics Centers (IPL) in supplying raw material to the industrial sectors.

The facilities are also expected to accelerate the growth of Indonesia’s foreign trade and increase the competitiveness to encourage national exports.

“With the Ministry of Industry providing to Indonesian Export Firms (KITE) on the increase of financing and quality consultancy services as a solution to the needs of Indonesian export firms improves the capability of business players,” the minister added. They included the small and medium businesses, who added, to produce, export, and improve the quality of their products. “This is realized through the Export Financing Facilities in the form of Export Working Capital Loan and Export Investment Loans,” he said, adding that the Ministry of Industry has invited investors in the development of Special Economic Zones, Parks and Enclaves to make Indonesia a major destination of foreign investments.

There are already 574 Investment Promotion Zones (IKEP), Bonded Zones (IKBM) and other utilization facilities has been quite high. The utilization of these facilities include Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME), etc., and most of the investments are made in Bali and North Tenggara, Bambang said.

*Through this cooperation, Indonesia and Russia are expected to increase the amount of exports and imports between two countries, to face the challenging opportunities in this time after the two countries announced the intra-trade on Monday, as expected.*

**Industry Minister Ensures AMMDe Production in January 2019 to Reach 15,000 Units**

**The government continues to speed up the production and competitiveness of the automotive industry, the minister said, who is being ramped up in the Rural Multipurpose Equipment Mechanism (MMPM) sector.**

“Currently we are ready to produce 3,000 units of AMMDe, and we will increase it to 9,000-12,000 units per year. The mass production will begin in January 2019.” Industry Minister Airlangga Hartarto said at the opening of the 2018 Galakto Indonesia International Auto Show (GIIAS) at ICE BSD City, Tangerang, Banten, on Thursday (18).

The minister also said PT KAI Desain Indonesia (PT KAI Desain), as the producer of AMMDe, decided to cooperate with medium enterprises (SME) as the component supplier of the “Farmer car.”

Currently the SMMs have been producing 54 types of components equivalent to 95 percent of the AMMDe’s price value. “In the future, the supply capacity will continue to be increased. For this reason, we are ready to supply one national product at the opening ceremony of GIIAS 2018 which will be officially inaugurated by President Joko Widodo,” the minister said.

As for the accessories, the minister said, AMMDe producers to participate in GIIAS 2018 with the promotion banner of “AMMDe for the Whole of Nation – One Equipment with Many Benefits.”

It will also utilize various vehicles with various accessories, such as rice wither, brush, broom, paper, and generator. These accessories are to enhance the productivity of agribusiness, and increase the income of farming units in the rural areas.

President Joko Widodo accompanied by Minister Airlangga tried the AMMDe vehicle in Jatikulon Focus, BSD. Jokowi took the passenger seat, followed by Minister Airlangga, then he said, “The seat feels so comfortable.” (TWP)

**Investment in Quarter II-2018 Reaches Rp176 Trillion**

The Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) has announced that the realization of investment in the second quarter of 2018 reached Rp176.3 trillion, an increase of 31% compared to the same period in 2017 which amounted to Rp135.7 trillion, an increase of 21% compared to the first half of 2018. That figure grew 7.4% compared to the realization in the first half of 2018 by Rp12.4 trillion.

The one-sector realization that contributed the most to the investment in the second quarter of 2018 was the agro-industry with Rp265 trillion, or 15% of the total investment. The investment in the resource sector amounted to Rp265 trillion, or 15% of the total investment.

The Investment in Quarter II-2018 Reaches Rp176 Trillion

**PPN Minister Invites Russian Investors to Expand Investment in Indonesia**

The Ministry of National Development Planning (PPN) has invited investors in the Russian Federation in the Development of Special Economic Zones, Parks and Enclaves to make Indonesia a major destination of foreign investments. The development of the Special Economic Zones, Parks and Enclaves through the Ministry of National Development Planning (PPN)/Bappenas, Bambang Brodjonegoro said that, during the Indonesia-Russia Business Forum, in the Republic of Indonesia, Russia Business Forum, in the Republic of Indonesia, Russia Business Forum.

President Joko Widodo accompanied by Minister Airlangga tried the AMMDe vehicle in Jatikulon Focus, BSD. Jokowi took the passenger seat, followed by Minister Airlangga, then he said, “The seat feels so comfortable.” (TWP)

The Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) has announced that the realization of investment in the second quarter of 2018 reached Rp176.3 trillion, an increase of 31% compared to the same period in 2017 which amounted to Rp135.7 trillion, an increase of 21% compared to the first half of 2018. That figure grew 7.4% compared to the realization in the first half of 2018 by Rp12.4 trillion.

About 5,610 tons of red onion from Brebes, Central Java, were ex- ported to Thailand market, through the distribution of Russia Business Forum, in the Republic of Indonesia, Russia Business Forum.
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**Infrastructure Development Creates New Economic Centers**

Rector of University of Jenderal Soedirman, Dr. Sugiyarto, Ph.D., explained that the infrastructure development improvement of the government is expected to create new economic centers.

“Because we are able to help develop the infrastructure development which is also an agricultural expert, the infrastructure development improvement of the government is expected to create new economic centers,” he said.

**Telkom’s Red and White Satellite Finally Into Orbit**

The Red and White Satellite belonging to Telkom Indonesia, has successfully been launched from the Vandenberg Space Force Base in California, USA, on Sunday (8/7).

A report from indotek.com says approximately 10 minutes for the satellite to reach the orbit and start to operate. If nothing goes wrong in the way, the satellite is ready for use on September 15, 2018.

The Red and White satellite was prepared for 28 months and is the second satellite that Telkom Indonesia has launched from Turkey to Indonesia to learn about satellites. Regarding the cost, the satellite launch project only costs US$100 million, equivalent to Rp330 trillion. It is insured for insurance premium of US$100 million.

The satellite, which is intended to replace the Telkom 1, consists of 60 operational transponders comprising 48 C-Band transponders and 12 C-Band expected transponders that will serve the Southeast Asia region. The satellite, which is expected to cover the South Asia, this satellite relies on the SSL-1000 platform with a design for a lifespan of 16 years.

The construction of the Merah dan Putih Satellite involves 130 companies, SSL as the main supplier of the satellite and SpaceX as the provider of satellite launching services.

SSL is a well-known satellite manufacturer and has successfully completed the construction of the Red White Satellite faster than scheduled. The Red and White Satellite was launched from the Vandenberg Space Force Base, California, USA.

The launch of the satellite has improved the economic activity of the country. According to Suwar to, this 5G technology can see now after Indonesia is independent for 73 years, finally Indonesia can develop and maintain the economy, to improve the quality of life of the people, and is able to develop the country.

The citizens in remote areas are capable of developing the infrastructure development. They have a sense of ownership and are able to develop the infrastructure. They have a sense of ownership, and the government will support the development of infrastructure. Therefore, he added, the infrastructure development also must be done by the private and community. So, they can see the government and the private are able to develop the infrastructure and are able to develop the economy. We are aware that in terms of equitable development, it is good because as a region outside Java, the development has been improving rapidly and I think the absence of road and others will give the economy to these regions,” he said.

He said the infrastructure development improvement of the government is expected to create new economic centers.

“We are able to help develop the infrastructure development which is also an agricultural expert,” he said.

**Mega Project of Cisumdawu Toll Road Becomes Government’s Priority**

A number of infrastructure mega projects are one of the government’s priorities to connect Java. Recently, Iriansah conducted a study of inspection in a number of infrastructure development sites in West Java Province.

The inspection aimed to accelerate the development process, or at least in accordance with the predetermined time target. There are three infrastructure mega projects under the inspection of the governor, namely the Cisumdawu Toll Road, Karangasem Dam, and Patimban Port in Subang Regency.

During his inspection in the construction site of the Cisumdawu Toll Road in Rancakalong Village, Sumedang Regency, Iriansah found several sections were still being worked on. The Cisumdawu toll road is a 6.1 kilometer freeway, which has a 472-meter tunnel with a diameter of 10 meters.

According to him, the construction of the Cisumdawu Toll Road consists of six sections, the section I in Cisumdawu-Rancakalong, section II in Rancakalong-Sumedang, section III in Sumedang-Garum, section IV in Garum-Linggau, section V in Linggau-Ujung Darmo, and section VI in Ujung Darmo.

The Cisumdawu Toll Road is being constructed under the collaboration scheme between the government and the Toll Road Business Entity (PT Jasa), the construction target is targeted to be completed in 2020. At present, the major works, and the construction of the infrastructure construction site are being done in the planning of land which is still under process.

For example in the section I phase III (Etansalang) with a length of 11.95 km, the land acquisition was still being processed. While in the section II phase II (Etansalang) with a length of 10.77 kilometers, the land acquisition has reached 88.47 percent. The land acquisition target, and Iriansah, must be completed in September 2018, with a contract value of Rp1,480,999,099,052 (ADB).

Menkominfo Affirms Application of 5G Technology in Indonesia for Industry

In the development of network technology that is currently entering 5G, Minister of Communication and Informatics (Menkominfo) Rudiantara confirmed that the application of the 5G technology in Indonesia will be only for industry, not for individuals for the initial phase. The application of 5G technology for the initial phase is only for industry, machines, how robots can replace textile vehicles in hills, and protecting goods. So, the application is for those things, not for individuals,” Minister Rudiantara reported via a Twitter thread on Wednesday (8/7).

“The application of 5G technology for the initial phase is only for industry, machines, how robots can replace textile vehicles in hills, and protecting goods. So, the application is for those things, not for individuals,” Minister Rudiantara reported via a Twitter thread on Wednesday (8/7).

The minister was announcing the questions circulating in the community regarding the possibility whether 5G technology can be used by individuals.

The similar thing was also conveyed by Telkomsel President Director Andi Sugiyarto, Ph.D., who said that the existing 5G technology is only used for broadband, because the first thing 5G is going to do is enter 5G technology, the application for industry.

“The minister was announcing the questions circulating in the community regarding the possibility whether 5G technology can be used by individuals,” the minister said in answering the questions circulating in the community regarding the possibility whether 5G technology can be used by individuals.

The similar thing was also conveyed by Telkomsel President Director Andi Sugiyarto, Ph.D., who said that the existing 5G technology is only used for broadband, because the first thing 5G is going to do is enter 5G technology, the application for industry.

“The minister was announcing the questions circulating in the community regarding the possibility whether 5G technology can be used by individuals,” the minister said in answering the questions circulating in the community regarding the possibility whether 5G technology can be used by individuals.
Pandeglang Regent Inaugurates Farmers’ Smart House in Cipeucang

Pandeglang Regent Irna Naurida inaugurated the Farmers’ Smart House (TPP) in Cipeucang Village, Pandeglang District, on Wednesday (9/1). She said the TPP is expected to develop the potential of agricultural sector in Pandeglang Regency. “Hopefully this will make it easier for farmers to develop agriculture,” she added.

The launch of the Pandeglang Agriculture Office Budi Januardi also said, the TPP serves as a training place for farmers to be able to improve their skills and knowledge in agriculture.

In Pandeglang Regency, there are five smart houses located in Cipeucang, Mandala, Ciponkos, Cikeusik and Cibaliung Districts,” Budi said.

He further said that his office will continue to encourage various developments in the agricultural sector, for example integrating the agricultural landscape, building an agro market, and developing the Agricultural Extension Agency (RPP) in each district. Budi also said the TPP is a concrete form of the local government in realizing an agricultural training center for the farmers. “Hopefully this can be converted into a place of learning and training for PPLs and farmers in Pandeglang Regency,” he added.

In addition to inaugurating the farmers’ smart house, Regent Irna also harvested pawek vegetable and reviewed catfish ponds, and soybean crops and provided assistance in the form of Insurance Premium (AUTP) for 93 hectares paddy fields, also gave rice and maize seedlings to some farmer groups. (TUNTAS/TPP)

Bekasi Regency continues to grow and develop in various sectors. This region is no longer just a buffer zone for DKI Jakarta. Infrastructure is increasing towards an independent economy. Bekasi Regency has become a new economic growth region. Its role and position are now quite strategic because they are on an important economic path. Moreover, Bekasi connects the capital city with regions in the eastern part of Java, stretching. Including the eastern part of Java in the east Asia. This is more valuable cooperation between the governments of Indonesia and Japan through a contract signed in 2012 with financing of Rp 2.3 trillion. In addition to infrastructure, health care facilities are strengthened in the coastal region, Bekasi Regency has implemented Rutili Hani (Rutilahu) for PPLs and farmers in Pandeglang Regency.

The goal is to facilitate the people in the northern Bekasi region to get health services. In the housing sector, Bekasi Regency has implemented Rumah Tahan Layak (Rtlk) program. This program distributes houses for the benefit of community in the area of settlements. So far in Bekasi Regency, the existence of public facilities such as general hospitals has not been proportional to the population. According to Depu-

Eneng Hanashah Yusin, some time ago, the efforts to accelerate infrastructure in Bekasi Regency are like the construction of the South Tambio Underpass with a width of 22 meters consisting of four lanes. The Bekasi-Cikunircomunter line is the result of cooperation between the governments of Indonesia and Japan through a contract signed in 2012 with financing of Rp 2.3 trillion. In addition to infrastructure, health care facilities are strengthened in the coastal region, Bekasi Regency has implemented Rutili Hani (Rutilahu) for PPLs and farmers in Pandeglang Regency.
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The construction of the giant Garuda Wisnu Kencana statue in the area of GWK Cultural Park, Ungasan, Jimbaran Bali, has finally been completed. It took a very long time to complete, up to 28 years, from the time of planning and design which started in the era of President Soeharto and finished in the era of President John Woldo.

To celebrate the completion, performances were staged at the GWK Cultural Park, Ungasan, Jimbaran Bali, including some gigs of a number of artists. According to Tourism Minister Arief Yahya, the idea was presented by Bagus Oka in 1989. In 1990, the idea was presented before President Soeharto and approved. The ground-breaking was done in 1997 and the construction officially began in 2001.

Garuda Wisnu Kencana Ready to Welcome Travelers to Bali

Completed, Garuda Wisnu Kencana Ready to Welcome Travelers to Bali

“The height of GWK statue is 132 meters, making it equal to the giant statues in the world like the Spring Temple Buddha in China, Leykyn Sukitya Buddha in Myanmar, Statue of Liberty of the United States, Ushiku Daibutsu in Japan, The Mother of Christ the Redeemer in Brazil, and Daibutsu in Japan, The Mother of Christ the Redeemer in Brazil,” he said. (LP/TPP)

Qatar to Inject Rp7.15 Trillion Fund into Indonesia to Develop New Bali

Tourism Minister Arief Yahya welcomed entusiastic completion of Garuda Wisnu Kencana statue. He said the statue of GWK and its park as one of Indonesia’s icons and promises it widely to citizens and the world. He said, “Make the statue of GWK and its park as one of Indonesia’s icons and promises it widely to citizens and the world.”

Coordinating Minister for Maritime Affairs Luhut Binsar Pandjaitan said he will build a 5-star hotel in Mandalika, Lombok. “We have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Qatari government. Qatar will invest US$500 million or equivalent to Rp7.15 trillion. The investment will be focused on 5 destinations of New Bali. Garuda Wisnu Kencana is expected to be one of its destinations as one of Indonesia’s icons and promises it widely to citizens and the world.”

According to him, Qatar is also committed to cooperate in the defense sector. "Qatar has expressed their commitment to the javelin and fencing competition, such as paralympic, badminton, and special forces shows. They also want to cooperate in joint military exercises. So, the idea was presented by Bagus Oka in 1989. In 1990, the idea was presented before President Soeharto and approved. The ground-breaking was done in 1997 and the construction officially began in 2001."

So, the exhibition is expected to become a window to get to know the potential of the country’s collections of Asian ceramics and know the important role of Batavia in the world trade route, where Asian ceramics were the most important trade good of that time.

The concept of this exhibition was designed by exhibition curator Naniek Harkaningsih to present evidence of ceramics that showed the important role of Batavia in the world trade route, where Asian ceramics were the most important trade good of that time. The entrance fee of this exhibition is Rp30,000 for all visitors.

The exhibition displayed ceramics that developed from time to time, completed with documents and information related to the important role of the ceramics in the history of national civilization. This event is part of a series of public programs of the Fine Art and Ceramic Museum Department to enrich the
citizens and all visitors coming to the area of GWK Cultural Park, Ungasan, Jimbaran Bali, have finally been completed. It took a very long time to complete, up to 28 years, from the time of planning and design which started in the era of President Soeharto and finished in the era of President John Woldo. To celebrate the completion, performances were staged at the GWK Cultural Park, Ungasan, Jimbaran Bali, including some gigs of a number of artists. According to Tourism Minister Arief Yahya, the idea was presented by Bagus Oka in 1989. In 1990, the idea was presented before President Soeharto and approved. The ground-breaking was done in 1997 and the construction officially began in 2001. Garuda Wisnu Kencana statue will be among the tallest statues in the world. Obviously the impact will be very positive in bringing in more foreign tourists to Indonesia," he added.

Garuda Wisnu Kencana statue is 132 meters height, making it equal to the giant statues in the world like the Spring Temple Buddha in China, Leykyn Sukitya Buddha in Myanmar, Statue of Liberty of the United States, Ushiku Daibutsu in Japan, The Mother of Christ the Redeemer in Brazil, and Daibutsu in Japan, The Mother of Christ the Redeemer in Brazil. "We believe the GWK statue will raise the Indonesia’s image as a quality tourism destination," he said. (LP/TPP)

The various ceramic artifacts on display come from the excavations and the contributions from the community. Artemesia Research Center collection from Banten, President Soeharto’s assurance collected by Purnabakti Portari Museum, and Frans Seda family’s collection from Bantam.

The concept of this exhibition was designed by exhibition curator Naniek Harkaningsih to present evidence of ceramics that showed the important role of Batavia in the world trade route, where Asian ceramics were the most important trade good of that time. The important message delivered in this exhibition is to inspire the citizens of the capital city and all visitors coming to Indonesia to also visit Batavia. The idea was presented by Acting Head of the Jakarta Tourism & Culture Office Asiantoro on Saturday, September 2, 2018 which is also supported by the Qatari government.

"Make the statue of GWK and its park as one of Indonesia’s icons and promises it widely to citizens and the world," he said. (LP/TPP)
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President University Signs Co-operation with 18 Taiwan Universities

German Eyes Indonesian Graduates of Vocational Schools

Sharing Risk Management for Universities, FEI UI Presents Experts from Ernst & Young Indonesia

To Facilitate its Foreign Students, Binus Opens Immigration Corner

Rina Mountains University (Bimas), Keluro Jorou, West Java, Friday (7/31). Binus is the first university who has Immigration Corner in its campus. Director General of Immigration of the Justices and Human Security, Frandy Sampurna, said the facility was prepared by the Bimas Foundation. It serves the immigration applications from the students, staff, lecturers, and employees working in Binus. "We provide services of re-quantitative and re-qualitative and also with operational matters. This is to enhance the students, lecturers, and employees in working in Binus. "

Join our relations. We hope the MoU will help both parties to complement each other in a collaborative way for education for S1, S2, and S3 degrees," he said, adding that Indonesia can learn from information technology from Taiwan and Taiwan can learn about culture from Indonesia.

"The 18 Taiwan universities cooperating with PU have Immigration Corner in their campus. This is in line with President Joko Widodo’s policy on modernization. "We are very grateful for the assistance of the Immigration Corner Office in Taiwan," said Agus. As a maritime country, Indonesia can learn about information technology that occurs in various fields, including the vocational education sector. ""We support President Joko Widodo's policy to make our citizens, especially students and lecturers, to make them be competitive in the job. It is important for them to be proud of being educated in Indonesia," he added.

Again further said that through the process, they are able to integrate theory and practice. "The cooperation in Germany adapts digital systems of 2 theory and 3 days practice. In the shipping field, the students can study and practice how to control the shipping in the middle of the sea. The practice is done through the simulation and also with operational matters, "he concluded. (YOM/BU/TPP)
Cikarang Dry Port Toll Gate Officially Open

The New Taipei City, Taiwan, in collaboration with Taiwan External Trade Development Council (TAITRA) held “2018 New Taipei City Trade Mission to Indonesia” at the Mandarin Oriental Ballroom 3 Hotel, Jakarta, Monday (7/13).

In his speech, S.D. Darmono, Coordinating Minister of Public Works and Housing, said that PT Jasa Marga (Persero) Tbk., as the management of the Jakarta-Cikampek Toll Road, has the right to release in putting in use toll gates that will be regulated by the Ministry of Public Works and Housing to determine the regulations and control of Suzanne width that is carried out in collaboration with the Ministry of Transportation in accordance with the provisions of the new Transportation Law Number 23 of 2016 on Transportation Services.

The Dry Port Access Road as part of the Jakarta-Cikampek Toll Road is an extension of the gate of the Tanzania Dry Port Access Road. The release of this gate will increase the capacity of the Tanzania Dry Port Access Road as part of the Jakarta-Cikampek Toll Road (TPI).

The delegation of 24 companies, chaired by New Taipei City Mayor Yu Shihung, organized one-on-one trade meetings and a forum gathering of a number of Mind. The event was attended by Taiwan Economic and Trade Office Representative (TAETO) John C. Chen, Director General of International Industrial Access and Resilience in the Ministry of Industry 1 Gantri Putu, Representative Director of the New Taipei City Industrial Association (NTICA) Willie Pui, Honorary Chairman of New Taipei City Computer Association (NTCCA) Chi-Yuan Chien, Chairman of Taiwan Exporters’ Council (TIEC) Economic School Director, Chairman of Indonesian ICT Business Association (Apriwhok) Sugiarto Santoso, and Honorary Chairman of Indonesian Tunnel Chambers of Commerce (ITCC) Chom-Yang Prew.

The delegation of 24 companies, chaired by New Taipei City Mayor Yu Shihung, organized one-on-one trade meetings and a forum gathering of a number of Mind. The event was attended by Taiwan Economic and Trade Office Representative (TAETO) John C. Chen, Director General of International Industrial Access and Resilience in the Ministry of Industry 1 Gantri Putu, Representative Director of the New Taipei City Industrial Association (NTICA) Willie Pui, Honorary Chairman of New Taipei City Computer Association (NTCCA) Chi-Yuan Chien, Chairman of Taiwan Exporters’ Council (TIEC) Economic School Director, Chairman of Indonesian ICT Business Association (Apriwhok) Sugiarto Santoso, and Honorary Chairman of Indonesian Tunnel Chambers of Commerce (ITCC) Chom-Yang Prew.

In its release, AVP Corporate Director and CEO Garibaldi Thohir said in a written statement on Wednesday (9/11) that Kestrel itself has metallurgical coal assets under the auspices of Adam Munn’s pillar will strengthen our position in the metallurgical coal market and support Adaro Energy’s growth in the long term,” Garibaldi said. (DTK/TPP)

The Special Economic Zone (SEZ) of Tanjung Api will be developed into a new township in South Borneo.

However, the development of this type township, according to SD Darmawan, Chairman and Founder of Jababeka Tbk, will need a lot of efforts from other parties. “Jababeka is a new township because of its limited capabilities. Building a new township...

要求 many things such as the infrastructures of road, clean water supply, waste water management, electricity and so on,” Darmawan said. Jababeka provides incentives to industry players from Taiwan to operate here. “Their commodities are unique but with high creative value. Young Indonesians have potential to develop them into something unique.”

The New Taipei City companies participating in the event are running businesses on bathroom installations, auto parts, electronic products, environmental friendly energy, automatic door fittings, industrial products, daily necessities, grinding wheels and others.

Indonesia and Taiwan have been working together in the bilateral cooperation for long, even in developing smart city. PT Jababeka Tbk, will need a new township that we will develop,” Darmawan said. Jababeka provides incentives to industry players from Taiwan to operate here. “Their commodities are unique but with high creative value. Young Indonesians have potential to develop them into something unique.”

The Special Economic Zone (SEZ) of Tanjung Api will be developed into a new township in South Borneo.

However, the development of this type township, according to SD Darmawan, Chairman and Founder of Jababeka Tbk, will need a lot of efforts from other parties. “Jababeka is a new township because of its limited capabilities. Building a new township...

要求 many things such as the infrastructures of road, clean water supply, waste water management, electricity and so on,” Darmawan said. Jababeka provides incentives to industry players from Taiwan to operate here. “Their commodities are unique but with high creative value. Young Indonesians have potential to develop them into something unique.”

The New Taipei City companies participating in the event are running businesses on bathroom installations, auto parts, electronic products, environmental friendly energy, automatic door fittings, industrial products, daily necessities, grinding wheels and others.
Jababeka’s Little Tokyo Synergizes with AEON Create Japanese Retail Facility in Cikarang

PT PP Properti Jababeka Residen collaborated with AEON Indonesia and this was marked by the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the two. The cooperation agreement contains the provision of “Japanese Retail Facility” in the Little Tokyo project area, Kota Jababeka, Cikarang.

The signing procession was carried out by the President Director of PT PP Properti Jababeka Residen Ani Marzuki and President Director of AEON Indonesia Toshiyuki Kashi which was held at the President Lounge, Menara Batavia, Jakarta, Thursday (8/23).

Little Tokyo is a mixed-use area covering 4.66ha in Kota Jababeka, Cikarang, the result of a collaboration between PT PP Properti Tbk and Jababeka Residen. The Japanese retail facility will occupy the area with 25,000 m².

Indonesian Little Tokyo has many supporters, especially Presidential University, Mayfair Plaza Indonesia Jababeka, Jababeka Convention Centre, Jababeka Golf Country Club and TOD (Transit Oriented Development) center.

In his remarks, Haris, the President Director of PT PP Properti Jababeka Residen Ani Marzuki, stated, "AEON’s presence in Indonesia has a special counter for selling Asian Games merchandise. The Indonesian team must rise up like 56 years ago when hosted the first Asian Games "Energy of Asia". From these children, more than 20,000 postcards are made in accordance with the theme of the Asian Games Energy of Asia. From these children, more than 20,000 postcards are made in accordance with the theme of the Asian Games Energy of Asia."

AEON’s presence in Indonesia will become the main driver of the creativity of the people to quickly as possible to the consumers, “said CEO of Mitsubishi in Bekasi, Indonesia, and started its exports in April this year.

High demand among the Indonesian customers. Mitsubishi in -

Kendal Industrial Estate Offers Food City Concept

The Indonesian Chamber of Commerce (Kadin) of Central Java, in cooperation with the Journal of Forum with the theme Global Competitiveness Trend for Food and Investment; The Next Level for Developing Potential Sector in Central Java which was held at PO Hotel Semarang, Wednesday (8/15).

The event was opened with a speech by the President Director of PT Kendal Industrial Estate (KI) Rudy Ang, Head of the Central Java One-Stop Integrated Investment Service (SIPO-P3IP) Prasetyo Ardiwono, and Deputy General Chairman of the Investment Division of Central Java Kadin Indonesia.

In his remarks, Bernard Arwin, explained, "This year, companies that have been operating in KI are including furniture, food, and bicycle companies, "Stanley explained.

Bernard Arwin, KI’s Director, emphasized the importance of the investment in Central Java, especially in the food processing industry.

There are several things that are needed by his side. One of them is the industrial growth which is very dependent on the alignments or local government policies."

"This year, companies that have been operating in KI are including furniture, food, and bicycle companies, "Stanley explained.

"This is very much a consensus for us. And from this activity, at least we know the products that will be produced in Central Java will be developed, "said Bernard.

Industries, Arwin continued, will develop with or without support, both from the government and industrial areas entrepreneurs. In order to form a healthy business, the investment operation is needed that is sustainable and mutually beneficial for the government and the entrepreneur.

Industries that are interested in importing investment, especially food processing and manufacturing, it offers Food City Concept, where industrial processes are made easier in a single place to reduce costs.

In addition, Sea Port was also developed to facilitate the delivery of exported and imported goods.

“This year, companies that have been operating in KI are including furniture, food, and bicycle companies, "Stanley said.

“Not only that other speakers were also present in the business forum, namely Century21, Director of Man-

Gayatri Takes Independence Moment to Increase Economic Creativity

The celebration held by the President, Tjiptono Suastijono, encourage the community to work together to improve their economy.

The celebration was held on the Independence Day of the Republic of Indonesia. Gayatri Foundation took part by carrying out a series of food sales, marketing, and various competitions.
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The celebration was held on the Independence Day of the Republic of Indonesia. Gayatri Foundation took part by carrying out a series of food sales, marketing, and various competitions.

Nihal is a Concern for Gayatri Foundation. Tjiptono Rudi, hoped the event would benefit the community. While the economy is slowing down right now, the event was expected to drive the creativity of the people to improve their economy.

To Overcome Xpander’s Long Waiting List, Mitsubishi Increases Production by 20 Percent

Mitsubishi has decided to increase the production of Low MPV Multi-Purpose Vehicle Xpander, which is currently being in high demand among the Indonesian customers. Mitsubishi increased the production of Xpander by 20 percent.

Xpander is manufactured in the modern production facilities in Bekasi, Indonesia, and started its exports in April this year.

High demand among the Indonesian customers. Mitsubishi in -

In commemoration of the national children’s day and encouraging the Indonesian team at the Asian Games, Sarinah, collaborated with the Gayatri Foundation, Samsul Hadi, hoped the event would drive the creativity of the people to quickly as possible to the consumers, “said CEO of Mitsubishi in Bekasi, Indonesia, and started its exports in April this year.
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Singapore Government announced that they are raising Additional Buyer’s Stamp Duty (ABRD) rates and tightening loan-to-value (LTV) limits on residential property purchases, in an effort to “cool the property market and keep price increases in line with economic fundamentals” on Thursday (8/5).

The move comes several days after official data showed that private home prices had risen to its highest point in four years in the April to June quarter, with analysts predicting that prices could soon recover to 2013 peak levels.

“The government has been monitoring the property market closely. We are very concerned that prices are running ahead of economic fundamentals,” said Mr. Lawrence Wong, Minister for National Development on that day.

There is a large supply of units coming on stream and interest rates are going up. We want to avoid a severe correction later, which can have more destabilising consequences. Hence we are acting now to maintain a stable and sustainable property market,” he added.

The ABRD will be raised by 5 percentage points for citizens and permanent residents (PRs) buying second and subsequent homes, and by 10 percentage points for entities, said the finance and national development ministries, as well as the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) in a joint release.

Meanwhile, LTV limits will be tightened by 5 percentage points for all housing loans granted by financial institutions, the release stated. The revised limits will not apply to loans granted by the Housing & Development Board.

Before the change, individual borrowers were able to borrow up to 90 per cent of the purchase price in the first or second property, or extend past age 65. With the adjustment, borrowers will now only be able to borrow 75 per cent or 55 per cent if the loan tenure is more than 20 years or extends past age 65.

The new limits will apply to loans for properties where the Option to Purchase is granted on or after Jul 6. Authorities said that in line with this, LTV limits for mortgage equity withdrawal loans will also be tightened. 75 per cent for a borrower with no outstanding housing loan for the purchase of another residential property and 65 per cent for a borrower with an outstanding housing loan for the purchase of another residential property.

The new rates are effective Jul 6, but there will be a transitional provision for cases where an Option to Purchase (OTP) has been granted by sellers to potential buyers on or before Jul 5.

An additional ABRD of 5 per cent, which is non-remittable under the Remission Rules, will also be introduced for developers purchasing joint ventures for housing development.

Authorities said that for purchases jointly made by two or more parties of different profiles, the highest applicable ABRD rate will apply.

However, full ABRD remission will continue to be provided for joint purchases of the first residential property by married couples with at least one Singapore citizen spouse who jointly purchase a second home together can continue to apply for an ABRD refund, as long as they apply before Jul 6.

LTV limits for mortgages taken out from Jan 1, 2013 onwards will be adjusted, borrowers will now only be able to borrow 75 per cent or 55 per cent if the loan tenure is more than 20 years or extends past age 65.

The new rates are effective Jul 6, but there will be a transitional provision for cases where an Option to Purchase (OTP) has been granted by sellers to potential buyers on or before Jul 5.

To Cool the Property Market, ABRD is Set Higher and Tighter Loan Limits
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Building Renewable Energy Power Plants in Indonesia, Denmark spends Rp189 Billion

Danish help Indonesia build infrastructure for renewable energy. The move was carried out under the cooperation scheme of Environmental Support Program Phase 3 (ESP3) between the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources and the Danish Energy Agency (DEA).

Head of Central Java Province Regional Development Planning Agency (Bappeda) Emil Salim said that Denmark would support the projects to come from both the central and regional governments.

Senior Program Officer of Danish Embassy in Indonesia Emil Salim said Denmark will be funding different sectors for each project. For example, for the projects in Semarang, Denmark will finance the machinery and solar panels for Karimunjawa project.

“In Karimunjawa the Danish fund for the installation waste processing facility to produce gas. We also spend some fund for conducting related studies before the projects are tendered,” he concluded. (DTK/TPP)
Midtown Residence Simatupang

Situated in the Premium Area, MidTown is Ready to Pamper Families

MidTown Residence Simatupang is situated in a premium area in the capital city of Jakarta, becoming an oasis for travelers who come together with their families. Pivoted with various advantages, MidTown Residence Simatupang offers the family travelers super facilities, ranging from luxurious rooms, excellent services, to other facilities that are beneficial for those who want to stay at a four-star class hotel.

Herman Larante, GM of Midtown Residence Simatupang said: “We present 3G Fun Fair to the guests. (TPP)" with such capable and promising facilities and advantages, MidTown Residence Simatupang is extraordinary to be held in a premium area in Jakarta. With the size of its room at 70 square meters at the least, MidTown is hard to beat in terms of spacious and comfortable facilities. Besides, MidTown Residence Simatupang offers large rooms containing various advantages such as outdoor facilities, luxurious rooms, excellent services, to other facilities that are beneficial for those who want to stay at a four-star class hotel.

Herman further says that MidTown Residence Simatupang is not only a proud of its facilities, but also a pride of its employees. "We also offer the other advantages, which tend fully cover the point compared to the most luxurious hotel. This is our other plus advantages such as outdoor facilities and others. In the future we will make it exclusive for our main market, which is families," Herman says.

"We add the competiveness and upgrades of our competitors must be knocked down. According to him, the competitors are not an obstacle for MidTown Residence Simatupang to keep its existence, and it is not a concern. The more (the competitors), we have more opportunities to learn their weaknesses, and strengths, then we can take it as a lesson. Because we already have the clear advantages. Large rooms have become a good selling point for us," Herman says with confidence. Midtown Residence Simatupang offers large rooms completing of "3G" Enfants stockings, Family Bedroom, and Marvelous Family Room, close to Soekarno Hatta Airport, and close to CIKBAR shopping center, in the right chance as a destination of families. The facilities of a cooking pool, a fitness center, and the presence of many, add to the attractiveness of Midtown Residence Simatupang to the guests.

LIFESTYLE

D’Khayangan Uses Fair Fun 3G Concept To Create Quality in Family Relationships

Senior Living D’Khayangan carries the concept of Three Generations (3G) in a forum and create quality family relationships in a game that involves all components of the family. A total of 12 games resulting from an observation and innovation, held in the framework of the moment of recharge that continues to be carried out by D’Khayangan, to provide happiness for generations. "Fair Fun 3G is an activity that will become one of the moments that will become a concern for D’Khayangan’s activities and will continue to grow. If they don’t have time to play together, the 3G program ticket is one of the moments to write moments to the future to knit the quality of relationships between the three generations," he said. Photo by President Post (TPP)

Midtown Residence Simatupang offers large rooms containing various advantages such as outdoor facilities, luxurious rooms, excellent services, and others. In the future we will make it exclusive for our main market, which is families," Herman says. He adds the competiveness and upgrades of our competitors must be knocked down. According to him, the competitors are not an obstacle for MidTown Residence Simatupang to keep its existence, and it is not a concern. The more (the competitors), we have more opportunities to learn their weaknesses, and strengths, then we can take it as a lesson. Because we already have the clear advantages. Large rooms have become a good selling point for us," Herman says with confidence. Midtown Residence Simatupang offers large rooms completing of "3G" Enfants stockings, Family Bedroom, and Marvelous Family Room, close to Soekarno Hatta Airport, and close to CIKBAR shopping center, in the right chance as a destination of families. The facilities of a cooking pool, a fitness center, and the presence of many, add to the attractiveness of Midtown Residence Simatupang to the guests.
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When HR Directors Out of The Habit

Something is different at the Main Shopping Avenue, Jakarta. Members of the Human Resources Directors Indonesia (HRDI) appeared in Jakarta on Thursday (8/2). In his speech Anies Saefudin, founder and chairman of PT Jababeka Tbk, SD Darmo, suggested to accelerate development with shopping mall management concept.

The event was a way of HRDI in welcoming the Commemoration of Indonesian Independence, said Reza during the event in Jakarta on Thursday (9/8).

According to him, HRDI regularly holds a forum to discuss and share experiences related to the human resources directors from various companies. The forum was organized differently, out of the habit.

"During this time, we always have a meeting on every 2-3 months and it usually is filled with presentations, sharing and so on. This time we want to get out of the habit by sharing the other side. So, we present the fashion show," he added.

Regarding the book title of “Building A Ship While Sailing” Darmo said it’s like Indonesia which must continue to build with any cooperation and resources available. Flori by President Post. (TPP)

On the same occasion, Program Director of HR Director Indonesia, Budi Mestis, said that the event was a way of HRDI in promoting work-life balance as an important part of profession. Every individual has a talent that can be developed and channelled elsewhere.

"We must be a role model for work-life balance for the professional workers in Indonesia," he said.

HRDI is an informal forum that was formed from the HR directors, networking and networking of human resource directors from various companies in Indonesia. The communications were initially were done through a WhatsApp group. In its development, HRDI was founded and then operated and channeled elsewhere.

"We present these batik outfits which could inspire people in promoting the Indonesian pride of product as well as have been forged worldwide," said Flora.

Founder of HRDI Reza Widyaprasa said that the presentation of the fashion show was held in order to further the love for Indonesian products, including batik. According to him, batik collections as a form of showcasing the creativity of the nation and the revolution of Indonesian independence," said people the event in Jakarta on Thursday (9/8).

According to him, HRDI regularly holds a forum to discuss and share experiences related to human resources directors in every 2-3 months as a means for its 135 members from various companies.

Regarding the human resource directors in every 2-3 months as a means for its 135 members from various companies. The communications, sharing and networking of human resource directors from various companies in Indonesia. The communications, sharing and networking of human resource directors from various companies in Indonesia. The communications, sharing and networking of human resource directors from various companies in Indonesia. The communications, sharing and networking of human resource directors from various companies in Indonesia.

"Why didn’t we let the big companies to manage the empty and abandoned islands. Just set the rules to prevent them from colonizing or other security worries," Darmo said.

Founder and Chairman of PT Jababeka Tbk, SD Darmo suggested that the acceleration of development should be done with the concept of managing shopping malls. He also said the book title of “Building A Ship While Sailing” is written about Indonesia’s huge potential to open the people’s eyes.

Darmono said, he wrote the places to reach more readers. “Other cities, either in campus or in many investors who are willing to develop the small islands, but for security reasons the government forbid it. As a result, the developments are done through a Whatsapp group. In its development, HRDI was founded and then operated and channeled elsewhere.

According to him, HRDI regularly holds a forum to discuss and share experiences related to the human resources directors from various companies. The forum was organized differently, out of the habit.

"During this time, we always have a meeting on every 2-3 months and it usually is filled with presentations, sharing and so on. This time we want to get out of the habit by sharing the other side. So, we present the fashion show," he added.

Regarding the book title of “Building A Ship While Sailing” Darmo said it’s like Indonesia which must continue to build with any cooperation and resources available. Flori by President Post. (TPP)

S.D. Darmono suggests to accelerate development with shopping mall management concept.

Founder and Chairman of PT Jababeka Tbk, SD Darmo suggested that the acceleration of development should be done with the concept of managing shopping malls. He also said the book title of “Building A Ship While Sailing” is written about Indonesia’s huge potential to open the people’s eyes.

Darmono said, he wrote the places to reach more readers. “Other cities, either in campus or in campus offices or public places to reach more readers. According to him, there are many investors who are willing to develop the small islands, but for security reasons the government forbid it. As a result, the developments are done through a Whatsapp group. In its development, HRDI was founded and then operated and channeled elsewhere.

According to him, HRDI regularly holds a forum to discuss and share experiences related to the human resources directors from various companies. The forum was organized differently, out of the habit.

“During this time, we always have a meeting on every 2-3 months and it usually is filled with presentations, sharing and so on. This time we want to get out of the habit by sharing the other side. So, we present the fashion show,” he added.

Regarding the book title of “Building A Ship While Sailing” Darmo said it’s like Indonesia which must continue to build with any cooperation and resources available. Flori by President Post. (TPP)

When HR Directors Out of The Habit

Something is different at the Main Shopping Avenue, Jakarta. Members of the Human Resources Directors Indonesia (HRDI) appeared in fashionable batik outfits which could inspire people in promoting the Indonesian pride of product as well as have been forged worldwide.

Human resources directors usually wear the professional suits during their working hours. But not this time. They paraded 32 collections of batik created by national designer Suroy Yonan in a fashion show and they showcased the batik as an important part of professional life.

Founder of HRDI Reza Widyaprasa said that the presentation of the fashion show was held in order to further the love for Indonesian products, including batik. According to him, batik collections as a form of showcasing the creativity of the nation and the revolution of Indonesian independence," said people the event in Jakarta on Thursday (9/8).

According to him, HRDI regularly holds a forum to discuss and share experiences related to the human resources directors from various companies. The forum was organized differently, out of the habit.

“During this time, we always have a meeting on every 2-3 months and it usually is filled with presentations, sharing and so on. This time we want to get out of the habit by sharing the other side. So, we present the fashion show," he added.

Regarding the book title of “Building A Ship While Sailing” Darmo said it’s like Indonesia which must continue to build with any cooperation and resources available. Flori by President Post. (TPP)

On the same occasion, Program Director of HR Director Indonesia, Budi Mestis, said that the event was a way of HRDI in promoting work-life balance as an important part of profession. Every individual has a talent that can be developed and channelled elsewhere.

“Why didn’t we let the big companies to manage the empty and abandoned islands. Just set the rules to prevent them from colonizing or other security worries,” Darmo said.

Founder and Chairman of PT Jababeka Tbk, SD Darmo suggested that the acceleration of development should be done with the concept of managing shopping malls. He also said the book title of “Building A Ship While Sailing” is written about Indonesia’s huge potential to open the people’s eyes.

Darmono said, he wrote the places to reach more readers. “Other cities, either in campus or in campus offices or public places to reach more readers. According to him, there are many investors who are willing to develop the small islands, but for security reasons the government forbid it. As a result, the developments are done through a Whatsapp group. In its development, HRDI was founded and then operated and channeled elsewhere.

According to him, HRDI regularly holds a forum to discuss and share experiences related to the human resources directors from various companies. The forum was organized differently, out of the habit.

“During this time, we always have a meeting on every 2-3 months and it usually is filled with presentations, sharing and so on. This time we want to get out of the habit by sharing the other side. So, we present the fashion show," he added.

Regarding the book title of “Building A Ship While Sailing” Darmo said it’s like Indonesia which must continue to build with any cooperation and resources available. Flori by President Post. (TPP)
The Opening Ceremony of 2018 Asian Games, Sparkled with Lights and Stars

The Opening Ceremony of the 2018 Asian Games was held on Saturday (8/18) and it was lively and spectacular. The opening ceremony of the 2018 Asian Games was started at 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

The leaders of Asian countries to fill the program consisting of artists from the country also enlivened this 4-yearly party. Starting from Indonesian President Joko Widodo, Chair of the 2018 Indonesia Asian Games Organizing Committee (Inasgoc), Erick Thohir, Menpora Imam Nahrawi, Chair of the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA) Hadi, Ahmad Al-Fahad Al-Sabah, Indonesia’s first Olympic gold medalist in the Olympics, Susy Susanti, became the flame of the 2018 Asian Games. The flame of the Asian Games was accompanied by a beautiful explosion of fireworks prepared around the stadium.

Opening Photo by Denny Herliyanso. (TPP)
The majority of South Korean U-23 soccer team supporters at the XVIII / 2018 Asian Games are expatriates who work in Jakarta and Bekasi. South Korea's Liaison Officer (LO) U-23 national team, Gabrielle Sarasvati, confirmed that while on duty at the Bekasi City's Chandish football stadium, the match was then occupied by around 2,000 spectators.

One of the South Korean supporters in their match against Uzbekistan was not as much as in Cikarang, but their numbers still dominate the opponent's supporters.

One of the South Korean supporter, Mrs. Joo Hiyon (46), admitted that she did not want to miss the performance of her favorite national team, “Actually South Korea and Indonesia are not much different. Both have achievements of young Indonesian athletes should be projected. From Karate sports, for example, Efi ni Ardiannyah, who is only 20 years old, has tremendous potential. In the final round, Rifki Ardiansyah, who is only 20 years old, has tremendous potential. In the final round, Rifki managed to defeat his opponent, an Iranian karate athlete who is also a world champion and gold winner at the 2014 Asian Games. Amir Mahdi Zadeh, Rifki defats Amir with a score of 9-7 in the final round. Besides Karate, promising sports also come from Rock Climbing. Some rock climbing athletes like Aries Suzani in Karate have the potential to be prepared carefully for the 2020 Olympics. Asian sports, for example, Rock Climbing and Karate, have promised to contribute two gold medals through the singles and women's teams. Even the woman nicknamed the Indonesian 'Spiderwomen' won a gold medal in the Rock Climbing World Cup series in Chongqing, China. Aries said that the Indonesian rock climbing team was on par with teams from Russia and China. Besides Karate, promising sports also come from Rock Climbing. Some rock climbing athletes like Aries Suzani-ti Rahayu have the potential to be prepared carefully for the 2020 Olympics. Asian sports, for example, Rock Climbing and Karate, have promised to contribute two gold medals through the singles and women’s teams.

According to him, meeting with fellow citizens at the Asian Games match was an extraordinary experience to release homesickness.

“Coincidentally, my son came to Jakarta with the Asian Games national team, my family company also employed employees from Indonesia. Even the woman nicknamed the Indonesian 'Spiderwomen' won a gold medal in the Rock Climbing World Cup series in Chongqing, China. Aries said that the Indonesian rock climbing team was on par with teams from Russia and China. Besides Karate, promising sports also come from Rock Climbing. Some rock climbing athletes like Aries Suzani-ti Rahayu have the potential to be prepared carefully for the 2020 Olympics. Asian sports, for example, Rock Climbing and Karate, have promised to contribute two gold medals through the singles and women’s teams. Even the woman nicknamed the Indonesian 'Spiderwomen' won a gold medal in the Rock Climbing World Cup series in Chongqing, China. Aries said that the Indonesian rock climbing team was on par with teams from Russia and China.

Minister of Youth and Sports himself feels happy and proud of the Olympic sport which competed at this year's Asian Games to achieve success. "Some Olympic sports also come from Rock Climbing. Some rock climbing athletes like Aries Suzani-ti Rahayu have the potential to be prepared carefully for the 2020 Olympics. Asian sports, for example, Rock Climbing and Karate, have promised to contribute two gold medals through the singles and women’s teams. Even the woman nicknamed the Indonesian 'Spiderwomen' won a gold medal in the Rock Climbing World Cup series in Chongqing, China. Aries said that the Indonesian rock climbing team was on par with teams from Russia and China. Besides Karate, promising sports also come from Rock Climbing. Some rock climbing athletes like Aries Suzani-ti Rahayu have the potential to be prepared carefully for the 2020 Olympics. Asian sports, for example, Rock Climbing and Karate, have promised to contribute two gold medals through the singles and women’s teams. Even the woman nicknamed the Indonesian 'Spiderwomen' won a gold medal in the Rock Climbing World Cup series in Chongqing, China. Aries said that the Indonesian rock climbing team was on par with teams from Russia and China. Besides Karate, promising sports also come from Rock Climbing. Some rock climbing athletes like Aries Suzani-ti Rahayu have the potential to be prepared carefully for the 2020 Olympics. Asian sports, for example, Rock Climbing and Karate, have promised to contribute two gold medals through the singles and women’s teams. Even the woman nicknamed the Indonesian 'Spiderwomen' won a gold medal in the Rock Climbing World Cup series in Chongqing, China. Aries said that the Indonesian rock climbing team was on par with teams from Russia and China. Besides Karate, promising sports also come from Rock Climbing.